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"MAD AS A WET HEN"

Jesus was really mad. In this story of the cleansing of the
Temple, we have the portrait of an angry Christ. He had good
reasons to be mad.

Long ago, the Temple had ceased to serve the people whom it
professed to serve. It was not a house of prayer for all people.
It was not a place where one could steal away from the crowd for
quietness with God. It was a market place, a bazaar, a carnival
of economic activity. This was blasphemy. The people were being
cheated and so was God.

Notice that Jesus expressed his anger in a very assertive
way. Like the "Incredible Hulk", he waded into those booths,
overturning the tables and the chairs of those who used them.
Angrily he proclaimed, "My house shall be a house of prayer for
all nations. But you have made it a den of robbers." Jesus was
literally "mad as a wet hen."

Now, I have asked if this old cliche is part of our
vocabulary. I hear that it is. It is certainly used down south.
And I really don't know how this language picture of anger
developed, but I can tell you about a wet hen.

On the farm, my brother and I would sneak into the
chicken yard when our parents weren't looking and chase
our prize laying hens with buckets of water.

This was really fun until the hens would get wet
and then mad. For a hen to chase you and peck you on
the leg would really hurt. Tables would turn on us.

And chicken don't forget. Later, when we would
feed them, they would sneak up and nip us on the legs.

A hen really has no control, but reacts to a threatening
situation as any animal.

However, there are two basic reactions to human anger. One
is to hold those feelings in tight control. The other is to let
them fly uncontrollably.

I. ANGER CONTROLLED

Most of us have our emotions under tight control. We even
hold back our sneezes in a public place.

Irritations just pass over our heads. We can flash a big
smile when the waitress brings the food late and the check early.
Nothing really makes us mad. We are devoid of anger. We are
deeply concerned about preserving our "self-image", as Scott Peck
suggests in his book, "People of the Lie". (P. 106)












